
Brittany Meeting Summer 2013

The 2013 Summer Meeting was organised with customary panache by our past-President, 
Professor Gwyn Meirion-Jones, with the help of his long-standing colleague, the historian, 
Professor Michael Jones. Those who travelled to Brittany by Eurostar are also grateful to Dr 
Peter Jarvis for his efficient organisation of the journey. Thus on Sunday 30th June the 
Cambrians assembled for the sixth time in Brittany for their Summer Meeting, such is the draw of 
the province! We were based at the Brit' Hotel just outside St - Brieuc, a modern hotel but one 
with a traditional French attitude to good food as the evening meals proved. Previous Meetings 
have brought the Association to the former Duchy in 1889, 1924, 1953, 1981 and 1996. It is 
remarkable that a region outside Wales should hold such an attraction. Initially, it was 
undoubtedly the renown of the major megalithic monuments which occasioned such interest. In 
2013 however, the Association was able to draw on the combined knowledge of medieval Breton 
buildings and history of Professors Gwyn Meirion-Jones and Michael Jones who organised an 
outstanding tour of towns, churches and chapels, manoirs and greater houses in Dinan and the 
Pays de Dinan, the Penthièvre, the Goëlo and the Trégor. Their Meeting Booklet was an equally 
outstanding work of scholarship, lavishly illustrated with many of Professor Gwyn Meirion-Jones' 
superb photographs of sites and buildings. Substantial extracts from this booklet provide the 
historical, archaeological and architectural information in this shorter account of the Meeting. The 
Professors guided the party around many of the sites themselves but also engaged the 
assistance of some of their many French friends and colleagues, and Michael Jones provided an 
impressive near-simultaneous translation service for the French lecturers throughout the week. 
Members also benefitted from Gwyn Meirion-Jones' gastronomic knowledge of the region and 
enjoyed a week of splendid lunches and dinners. 

On the first day, Monday 1st July, the party went east to Dinan where they toured the town under 
the guidance of Loïc-René Vilbert, for many years Director of the Bibliothèque Municipale de 
Dinan and founder and editor of the journal Le Pays de Dinan . We assembled beneath the 
almost complete circuit of town walls for which this ducal town is justly famous . With its narrow 
paved streets, bordered by stone and timber houses and many medieval remains, it is one of the 
most attractive of Breton towns. Monsieur Vilbert surprised many of us by referring to the 
considerable numbers of British settlers who had lived and worked in the town in the nineteenth 
century, founding an Anglican church as well as clubs and other recreational facilities. 

Cambrians assembled outside the walls of Dinan, being addressed by Loïc-René Vilbert (right) 
flanked by Professors Michael Jones and Gwyn Meirion-Jones. 

Dinan began to develop seriously as an urban centre from the eleventh century. The Bayeux 
Tapestry famously depicts a siege by Duke William of its motte-and-bailey castle, probably 
located on the north side of the present town towards the Porte St-Malo. The town developed at 
the foot of the castrum, growing rapidly as a centre of economic and strategic importance. It was 
after the town had passed into ducal hands, after 1283, that the first enceinte was begun under 
John I. Following the building of the ducal residence, alongside the southern entrance to the 
town, successive dukes pressed on with the construction of one of the most remarkable fortified 
town enceintes of the late Middle Ages in the whole of Western Europe , powerfully adapted for 
use with gunpowder weapons as demonstrated by the horse-shoe shaped Tour Beaumanoir and 
Tour Coëtquen. Whilst the choice of site must be related to the needs of a developing feudal 
aristocracy for a place capable of serious defence, there is undoubtedly a further important, 
economic, explanation. The Gallo-Roman town of Corseul , capital of the Coriosolites tribe, was a 
regional capital from which important routes radiated, one notably crossing the river Rance at 
Taden. Use of this crossing – a ford – became increasingly difficult as sea-levels rose in the post-
Roman period, the Rance being tidal. This also resulted in the river becoming navigable, 
increasingly so, as far as the rocky outcrop that was to support the new town of Dinan. Thus the 
port of Dinan , with its thousand-year old bridge linking it with the parish of Lanvallay, effectively 
marked the tidal limit of the Rance. It was the ideal new port to serve the town high above it, 
linked by the Rue de Jerzual. This port replaced that of Taden and, with its bridge, provided a 
cross-roads with the all-important east-west route. Cambrians saw the west walls, merchant 
houses within the old town and arrived at the church of St-Sauveur where Évelyne Thoreux -
former headmistress of the village school in Taden and very active local historian - was our 
erudite guide. The western façade of St-Sauveur, with its triple recessed Romanesque arches, 
ornamental capitals and figural sculpture is a survival of the original church, of the twelfth century, 
dedicated to the Holy Trinity and Saint-Sauveur. Its foundation is popularly attributed to a 
legendary lord of Dinan, Rivallon le Roux, on his alleged return from the First Crusade. The 
sculpture and statuary are of high quality, influenced by Poitevin examples, in a region not over 
endowed by survivals of the period. The belfry, commonly dated to the period 1557–1668 
replaces the original spire and has been restored several times, notably after damage by lightning 
in 1749. Inside, there were numerous sculptures which demanded our attention. Members were 
also able to ‘listen in' to a vigorous debate on revised dating of some of the Romanesque 
capitals. The party then descended through the narrow Porte de Jerzual and down a steep slope 
to the former port area on the river Rance and across the ancient bridge to the Hôtel Jerzual for 
lunch. 

Descending the Rue de Jerzual, Dinan 

After lunch a visit was made to the Abbaye de Léhon which nestles below the rocky outcrop on 
which Léhon castle was built on the banks of the Rance. We were able to look up at the castle's 
curtain walls as the coach made its way around the foot of the outcrop to the Abbey . In plan, the 
Abbey follows the standard Benedictine arrangements; its foundation is traditionally attributed to 
Nominöe in the mid ninth century, on the understanding that the monks find the relics of a saint 
protecteur. Monkish initiative led to an audacious raid on Sark where Magloire, a Breton 
missionary and former bishop of Dol, who had died in the odour of sanctity, was buried. The 
monks returned to Léhon with the highly esteemed relics that helped the house to flourish, 
attracting pilgrims; undoubtedly a money-spinner! Viking incursions during the early tenth century 
drove them into exile. Carrying the body of St Magloire, they set up a new house in Paris . 
Following the Norman invasions, and once more with ducal encouragement, the Benedictine rule 
was re-established c . 1008 and the abbey, demoted to a priory, became attached to that of Saint
-Magloire de Paris. In 1182 the abbey of Saint-Magloire de Paris exchanged the priory of Léhon 
for that at Versailles with the great Tourangelle abbey of Marmoutier. Rebuilding began at Léhon, 
the priory church dating to the period 1190–1210. The Breton Civil War (1341–65) also led to 
damage and subsequent repairs. Madame Thoreux gave a detailed account of the ruined 
medieval church and the thirteenth and fourteenth century effigies, many of the Beaumanoir 
family; these monuments demonstrate continued support by powerful local families for the priory. 
A notable feature is the baptismal font attributed to the early thirteenth century, carved from a 
single monolithic block of granite; the outer surface is decorated with gothic arches and oak 
leaves. Below are carved human heads alternating with natural motifs. The interior of the bowl is 
carved with a net into which six fish converge. The fine weather, the gardens in the abbey site 
and the imaginative conversion of former monastic buildings to an arts centre further enhanced 
an enjoyable visit. The great gothic window of the Refectory, of thirteenth century date but fitted 
with twentieth century glass, was particularly notable. 

Crossing the cloister garden at Abbaye de Lehon. 

Finally the party visited Taden, today effectively a suburb of Dinan, but until recently it was a rural 
commune largely composed of small farms. Archaeological excavation and aerial survey have 
identified a significant Gallo-roman presence at a period when Taden on the river Rance was 
accessible by sea. It probably served as a port for Corseul. We visited the church of St-Pierre , 
largely of fourteenth century date, but of twelfth-century origins. Current extensive restoration 
work has revealed important fourteenth-century wall paintings, the interpretation of some of the 
scenes being the subject of lively debate amongst us. The nearby manoir de La Grand'Cour has 
been the subject of considerable study by Professors Meirion-Jones and Jones, including 
pioneering work on dendrochronological dating, now a widespread technique in the study of 
seigneurial dwellings and churches in Brittany . Gwyn Meirion - Jones stressed the importance for 
seigneurial families, such as the Quédillac family who had built this new manoir in the second half 
of the fourteenth century, in displays of status by living at first floor level . Aspects of the 
conservation, notably the chimneys, were somewhat controversial. All this gave members the 
opportunity to debate building styles and the social role of manors with the experts – an engaging 
practical seminar. In the evening Professor Jones filled in the background to the day's visit with a 
masterly , illustrated, lecture on Ducal Brittany, distillation of a lifetime's work. 

Manoir La Grand'Cour. 

On Tuesday, 2nd July, we went back to the Gallo-Roman period with a visit to Corseul ( Fanum 
Martis ), the capital of the Coriosolites, and the great Temple of Mars where Professor Patrick 
Galliou, FSA , explained the site. Professor Galliou is currently Président of the Société 
Archéologique du Finistère and has made a lifetime's study of Iron Age and Roman Brittany as 
his many publications demonstrate. Walking across a field to the remains of the imposing 
hexagonal shaped cella of the temple - which still stands to a height of 10.5 m. on the hill-top at 
Haut Bécherel - Patrick Galliou explained that the excavations had indicated a temple complex 
built on a virgin site. The party then descended from the raised platform on which the cella of the 
temple is built, across the now vanished pronaos, to view the remains of other three sides of the 
quadrilateral - shaped enclosure of this vast complex. Colonnaded rooms once surrounded the 
courtyard on all sides with side entrances and two flanking vestibules. There was much 
discussion of cult practices and Professor Galliou explained that whilst the principal deity 
worshipped was almost certainly Mars, the lateral colonnades were reserved for the worship of 
lesser divi. The site was the major sanctuary of the civitas of the Coriosolites and a key 
component of the nearby Gallo-Roman town established by Augustus, where we made a brief 
stop. Most of its remains now lie below the buildings of the small bourg of Corseul but we were 
able to walk down the remains of a colonnaded street where free - standing pillars remain, and 
the outlines of house and shop fronts are preserved.

The second half of the morning was spent at the dramatic château-fort of La Hunaudaye, 
stronghold of the Tournemine family, who rose from obscure origins to positions of power through 
their service to the Dukes of Brittany. An eighteenth - century drawing reproduced in the Meeting 
Booklet shows the tapering conical roofs of the five towers of the pentagonal shaped enceinte 
which were finally destroyed in the slighting of the castle by Revolutionary forces in 1793. 
Members were able to ascend the towers and walk along the walls and gain excellent views of 
the ruins within the courtyard and the two Professors provided the information on the family, the 
siting and construction of the castle and its social and economic context. Only the ‘Prison' tower 
remains of the original construction of 1220 because, following damage in the Civil War of 1341-
65, the castle was rebuilt incorporating many fashionable defensive and architectural features. 
Although features such as the round fifteenth - century meurtrières show some adaptation to 
gunpowder artillery, this was not on as extensive a scale as on other seigneurial Breton castles, 
such as Tonquédec, visited at the end of the week. The Renaissance was another important 
period of refurbishment with many finely-moulded fittings surviving. An impressive staircase 
giving access to one lodging range has been attributed to Sébastian de Rosmadec who studied 
in Italy in the early seventeenth century. Members were intrigued by the palimpsest of inscribed 
figures in the mortared walls of the Prison chapel. 

Cambrians assemble to enter the Castle of La Hunandaye . 

Extensive forests stocked with game, surviving today in those of La Hunaudaye, Saint-Aubin and 
Coatjégu, must have been an important factor in the location of this château-fort, which defends a 
strategic position close to the river Arguenon between the Pays de Dinan and the Penthièvre, 
dominating the valley of the Soubis, a natural frontier. The château is located below the arable 
land, close to the meadow, a classic situation. A causeway carries the approach road over the 
stream and serves also to dam the seigneurial lake. The latter must originally have held a supply 
of fish ( vivier ) and provided water-power to drive a mill; it also served as a defensive feature on 
the south, feeding the deep moat surrounding the château.

After lunch at the Brasserie La Locanda, the party made its way down country roads to the 
beautiful chateau of Bienassis, Erquy. This has been the subject of extensive study and 
publication by Gwyn Meirion-Jones and Michael Jones, with the interest and support of its 
chatelaine, Madame de Kerjégu, who welcomed the party to her home and discussed aspects of 
its history and gardens with members. Surrounded by a wide moat and with a very French style 
of gardens and evidence of major replanting of trees after the storm of 1987, Bienassis appealed 
firstly at an aesthetic level. Gwyn Meirion-Jones drew members' attention to the function of the 
interior rooms and design as well as the features showing periods of reconstruction. The present 
structure attributed to the mid and later fifteenth century, replaced a free-standing ground-floor 
hall, presumably open to the roof, of aisled-hall construction. Built of timber, it is described as ‘old
-fashioned' in a document of 1434, when it was apparently like most other manoirs of that period. 
Gwyn Meirion-Jones emphasised the importance of this in showing the transition from a timber-
frame to a stone tradition. The reconstruction by Geoffrey de Quélennec was in stone and the 
moats were extended. Then in the seventeenth century there was transformation and 
modernisation, with new emphasis on privacy and comfort. Gilles Visdelou doubled the size of 
the house and raised the floor level, creating a very strange lowered passageway to maintain 
access to the kitchens at the back. The new main access led to a new great stairway and salon in 
the new section. 

Cambrians emerge to view the gardens of Bienassis in the company of Madame de Kerjégu, 

The final visit of the day was to the church of St-Gobrien in Morieux which has extensive wall-
paintings throughout its interior. The church is a rare example of the early Romanesque period in 
Brittany . Following a fire in the thirteenth century, the roof and probably part of the chancel arch 
was rebuilt . In the early fifteenth century the nave and choir walls were pierced to allow access to 
side chapels. Each phase was accompanied by its own mural paintings, hidden under whitewash 
from the eighteenth century until recently. A research programme, including dendrochronology, 
underpins the restoration. Among the many highlights are the well preserved thirteenth - century 
scenes on the south nave wall from the life cycle of Christ and episodes in the lives of the saints. 
On the chancel arch are scenes depicting the calendar of the months, and above, Christ in 
Majesty rising above the Resurrection of the Dead. Geneviève Louarn, formerly Conservatrice for 
the Monuments Historiques of the whole of Brittany, and latterly until her recent retirement 
Inspecteur Général des M. H. , provided a detailed exposition, ably translated by Michael Jones. 
Members were then able to examine these magnificent paintings at their leisure, although our 
Trustee, Marie-Thérèse Castay, found herself required to translate the full and rather gory details 
of the martyrdom of St Lucy. There are also well-preserved sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 
decorative schemes of scenes from the Passion and Glorification of Christ. 

Retiring President, David Longley congratulates his successor Dr Sian Rees. 

In the evening, in accordance with the timetable thought appropriate for French hours of dining, 
Dr Sian Rees , CBE , FSA, was installed as President before dinner. The retiring President, David 
Longley, after some valedictory remarks, bestowed on her the chain of office with graceful 
commendation of the new President. Her address, ‘In the Footsteps of Princes: the Conservation 
of National Identity' described recent work of conservation of historical sites directly connected 
with the medieval princes of Wales . These privately - owned sites, not necessarily impressive in 
scale or appearance, had often been left untended, unconserved or interpreted, despite their 
celebrated historical and national connections. The President, recently retired as an Inspector of 
Ancient Monuments for Cadw, argued that such sites deserved special consideration for 
conservation funding and described the programme of work at Glyndyfrdwy, Sycharth, Cwmhir 
abbey and Degannwy, recently undertaken to secure their future as important features of the 
Welsh national landscape. 

On the following day (Wednesday 3 July) we visited the chapel of Kermaria an Iskuit, in Plouha, 
an interesting follow-up to the wall paintings of the previous afternoon. Here the highlights are the 
fifteenth - century wall paintings of the danse macabre, where dancing skeletons holding hands 
formed a frieze along both sides of the nave above arcade level. The subtleties of gesture and 
posture and also the use of images of partly decomposed bodies in this frieze was pointed out to 
us again by Geneviève Le Louarn. The programme employed for the design follows that of the 
first known example, dated 1424, once at the Cemetery of the Innocents in Paris but destroyed in 
1786. Other frescoes were also of interest and some time was spent examining and 
photographing an impressive collection of medieval and later statuary, much of it in the 
substantial porch. The indefatigable Madame Le Louarn also provided us with a detailed 
exposition at our next monument, the intriguing ruined circular church at Lanleff. Known locally as 
Le Temple on the basis of its shape, the church with its circular nave and encircling ambulatory 
was built in the Romanesque style c. 1100. Only part of the ambulatory survives and the church 
is now roofless, but there are roofed circular apsidal chapels accessible from the ambulatory. 
Although rare in Brittany and indeed elsewhere in Europe , circular churches are thought to make 
reference to the round church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem and the form was favoured by 
the military orders. In 1148 Henri, Comte de Goëlo conveyed the church to the Benedictine 
monastery of Saint-Magloire de Léhon, visited earlier. Antiquarian interest from the eighteenth 
century onwards has saved this interesting ruined church from destruction. Members examined 
the decorated capitals with interest and also examined a nearby holy well. 

Geneviève Le Louarn explains the wall paintings and conservation work at the chapel of 
Kermaria an Iskuit, Plouha 

We then made our way to Plélo and La Ville Andon. Here was the fortunate coincidence of an 
interesting small medieval manor house now serving as a ferme-auberge , a coveted status 
where mostly local farm produce is served in the restaurant. Within the hall two long tables were 
soon filled with Cambrians whose lunch was washed down with Breton cider. An intrigued 
procession of Cambrian photographers made their way to the large hearth and chimney breast at 
the far end of the room where bundles of home-made saucissons and hams were being slowly 
smoked. The subject of architectural and documentary study by Professors Meirion-Jones and 
Jones, La Ville Andon is typical of the many small manor houses of the Côtes-d'Armor of the later 
medieval and Renaissance periods. There was a particularly high concentration of petite 
noblesse, knights and country gentry, in this area. Although they lived close to the land, it was 
explained that the difference between a peasant and gentry house was that whilst the former 
lived their whole lives in one room, the nobility had a common hall and an upper chamber. We 
were permitted to view the upper rooms at La Ville Andon accessed by two staircases and shown 
the evidence for the late insertion of a timber ceiling in the hall, post-1654 from the 
dendrochronology. The central hall would have originally been open to the roof, hence the need 
for two staircases to serve each end. 

Cambrians enjoying a hearty lunch and Breton cider at La Ville Andon . 

The afternoon was devoted to a visit to the Abbaye de Beauport, sited on sloping ground above 
the Anse de Beauport. This thirteenth-century Premonstratensian foundation has some very fine 
medieval sculpture, was richly enlarged in the seventeenth century and suppressed and sold off 
in 1797. It remained in private hands until 1992. Our tour began in the roofless nave of the abbey 
church where Madame Le Louarn pointed out the high quality of the surviving thirteenth-century 
tracery and the stone tombs of aristocratic benefactors of the Abbey, survivals of a much greater 
number. The abbey church is sited south of the conventual buildings which had to be 
accommodated between the church and the thirteenth century Salle au Duc. This seigneurial 
great hall has no obvious place in the daily routine of the canons and is rather an expression of 
the power and wealth of the founder. The cloister has superb thirteenth - century decoration and 
a remarkable lavabo in its south wall, close to the entrance to the refectory. At first - floor level 
this building has a range of large windows providing views of the gardens and the sea. Beauport 
is also remarkable for its extensive encircling landscape created by the monastery. At an early 
stage the marshland between the abbey buildings and the sea was protected by the construction 
of a massive embankment preventing flooding and allowing for the making of gardens and 
orchards. 

On Thursday, 4th July, the party headed for Le Trégor Est and the impressively-sited grand 
manoir of La Roche Jagu, originally a military castle overlooking the valley of the Trieux but now 
surrounded by impressive gardens, its buildings used as an art gallery. The castle walls survive 
as lawn revetments and as the back wall of a long late medieval manor house, epitomising the 
social changes of that period. Professors Meirion-Jones and Jones explained the history and 
architectural development of the site which they have surveyed and expect shortly to publish, 
before members dispersed to explore at their own pace. Named after Jagu, the local lord of the 
area at the end of the eleventh century, the château was later held by the Du Parc and Péan 
families, professional soldiers. What survives is a residence on three levels, each in fact an 
apartment with a separate function. The area was heavily damaged by the storms of 1987 and 
repairs and reconstruction enabled further investigation of the site revealing many lost features. 
These included a series of small lakes once used for retting flax, a reminder of how heavily the 
management of such an estate was dependent upon the wealth derived from rural industry. 

View of La Roche Jagu from the terraced gardens. 

The next visit was to Louannec church whose position in relation to the road pattern and its 
raised oval churchyard suggested an early medieval origin. Proof of this is may be provided by a 
sixth - or seventh - century inscription placed on an Iron-Age stèle, now housed within the church 
and probably originally from its vicinity. The inscription, set vertically on the tapering, fluted, shaft 
of the stèle, reads ‘Disideri fili Bodognous' using both capital and half-uncial letters. Jeremy 
Knight spoke in the church on the additional interest of this monument in relation to the so-called 
‘British' invasions or immigration to Brittany in the seventh century. Other features of interest in 
the church included medieval vestments, relics and information on St Yves, Brittany 's medieval 
lawyer-saint.

After lunch we visited Tréguier where members explored the cathedral and strolled down the 
many narrow streets with their stone and timber medieval and Renaissance town houses to 
emerge through the town gate on the waterfront and the banks of the Trieux. Tréguier's origins, 
as an early medieval monastic community founded by St Tugdual, a Welsh saint, have yet to be 
attested archaeologically but the size and location of the Minihy de Tréguier (an area surrounding 
an important early church site, similar to the welsh noddfa ) strongly suggests an early site. The 
conflation of versions of Tugdual's Life in the eleventh century shows the continuing importance 
of his cult. Only the Tour Hasting in the cathedral survives from the major building campaign of 
the twelfth century, succeeded by thirteenth - century work instigated by the cathedral's chief 
legal officer Yves Hélori, subsequently St Yves. His tomb in the cathedral soon attracted pilgrims 
and through the wealth generated by his cult an ambitious rebuilding programme commenced in 
1339, soon to be stopped in its tracks by civil war. With the ascension of Duke John IV work 
recommenced. His son, John V (d. 1442) chose to be buried alongside St Yves in a magnificent 
new tomb and shrine, destroyed by revolutionaries in 1793. An extensive campaign of restoration 
of the cathedral was begun in 1841 under the aegis of Prosper Mérimée and a large and 
elaborate new shrine to St Yves built in 1860. This highly ornate structure was subject to minute 
examination by our Programme and Membership Secretary, Frances Llewellyn, who discovered 
numerous crustaceans amongst the sculptural cornucopia of fruit, flowers and animals decorating 
the tomb. 

Cambrians inspect the menhir at Coadélan in Prat 

The final visit of the day was to another grand manoir breton, Coadélan in Prat. Gwyn Meirion-
Jones explained how a multidisciplinary approach, bringing together documentary and field 
evidence, dendrochronological data and a minute examination of the building, has established 
the history of the site. Traversing the allée d'honneur to the chapel that marks the entrance to the 
former walled courtyard of the manoir, the party could not fail to notice an extremely large menhir 
sited alongside the viviers . We were welcomed by Monsieur and Madame Francès, the present 
owners who are working hard on restoration. Built as the chief residence of a domaine by the Le 
Chevoir family, the house has many of the facilities necessary for the cultivated enjoyment of a 
country estate. The main periods of evolution and change from the late thirteenth century 
onwards can be directly linked to the family fortunes. Following a major renovation in the 
seventeenth century, absence at court and urban residences led increasingly to neglect and thus 
the building has survived relatively unchanged. Behind the house is a large lake held by a 
substantial dam, aesthetically pleasing but also practical in supplying the head of water to drive a 
mill. The main body of this medieval house, of three-unit form, is flanked by two towers, one 
earlier than the house proper, the other of seventeenth - century date housing a chapel.

Professor Patrick Galliou again made time in a busy schedule to give a lecture before dinner on 
the excavations which he and Professor Sir Barry Cunliffe carried out at Le Yaudet between 1991 
and 2003 (visited by the Cambrians in 1996). This provided an excellent introduction to the site 
visit on the following day. Le Yaudet promontory lies within the estuary of the Léguer with the 
Baie de La Vi e rge to the west, proving a sheltered anchorage and landing place. A natural 
depression on the landward side was utilised to construct a massive rampart, of murus gallicus 
type between 800-600 BC. Later Iron Age phases of enclosure strengthened and sub-divided the 
site which may well have been an important centre for the north Breton tribe, the Osismes . The 
ceramic evidence shows important cross-channel trading links. The site continued to be occupied 
in the Roman period and a reconstruction of the boundary wall within which were four well-
constructed gateways can be dated to the end of the third century AD. A late Roman military 
presence at the promontory settlement is suggested by diagnostic metalwork and, unusually for 
Breton Romanised settlements, occupation continued into the fifth and sixth centuries. Part of the 
promontory was then occupied by a small, possibly monastic, settlement with associated traces 
of cultivation and corn-drying kilns. The archaeological evidence can neither prove nor disprove 
the possibility that Le Yaudet was occupied by immigrant Britons in the post-Roman period. 

Professor Michael Jones, the custodian (and goat) at the castle of Tronquédec. 

On the final day of the meeting the party arrived early outside the wooden gates at the castle of 
Tronquédec and when they were eventually opened a small party of goats sallied forth – kept 
within the walls to graze on the grass within and keep the site accessible. Professor Michael 
Jones outlined the family history of the thirteenth - century fortress built by Prigent, vicomte de 
Tonquédec whose daughter and heiress had married into a cadet branch of the ducal family. 
Their descendants were loyal supporters of the duchy for the succeeding nine generations and 
amongst its leading noble families. After a period of disaffection and reconciliation, Jean II, 
seigneur de Coëtmen, served as Marshal of Brittany under Francis II in the late fifteenth century. 
It was during that century that the Great Tower was built at the northern end of the site and 
modifications made to the remainder in response to artillery attacks. Dismantled in 1626 and 
increasingly ruinous, the present owners, who are descendants of the Tonquédec family, are 
continuing to consolidate and restore the castle. Its young custodian proved an able demonstrator 
of medieval arms and armour and a small display of weapons and reconstructions of castle life 
was enjoyed by members.

Geneviève Le Louarn was again our guide at the pre-lunch visit to the Chapel of Notre-Dame de 
Kerfons which contains a magnificent polychrome timber choir screen, dated 1481-5, attributed to 
the school of Morlaix . The upper part, richly coloured with much use of gold, is decorated with 
images of the twelve apostles. On top of the screen are the images of Ste Barbe and Ste Marie 
Madeleine; sadly the central figure of Christ was recently stolen from the chapel. Having pointed 
out the early Renaissance features of the exterior of the sixteenth century chapel of St Yves in 
the south transept, notably a doorway crowned by a large pediment and supported on Corinthian 
columns, Madame Le Louarn drew our attention to the altarpieces of the interior. A fine and 
ornate altarpiece of the seventeenth century, showing German influence is accompanied by a 
second with a painting of St Yves of 1612. 

Cambrians admire the screen at the Chapel of Notre-Dame de Kerfons 

The party was left to make their own choices for lunch at the popular seaside resort of Perros 
Guirec on the Côte de Granite Rose and reassembled to drive to Le Yaudet where we were met 
by Patrick Galliou. Informed by his lecture on the previous evening and the site plan in the 
Programme Booklet, we were guided towards Les Rochers de Beaumanoir where huge natural 
boulders had been utilized in the defences of the site. The party then explored at leisure and 
reassembled in the small village of Le Yaudet in the church, which contained a good collection of 
small models of ships offered as ex votos and an unusual horizontal statue of the Virgin, la Vierge 

couchée, an image quite unknown in Britain, but popular in this part of Brittany. 

Patrick Galliou addresses Cambrians at Le Yaudet. 

Professor Gwyn Meirion Jones presents Michel Cocheril with some CDs of recitals at Winchester 
Cathedral. 

The final visit of the meeting was to the church at Lanvellec to see and hear the baroque organ 
built in 1653 by the English recusant organ-builder, Robert Dallam. Michel Cocheril entranced 
Members with his demonstration of the organ's characteristics. The early date of the instrument 
meant, of course, that it was not ‘well-tempered' and the short concert included pieces 
appropriately composed for such an instrument ; however other pieces composed for well-
tempered instruments were then played so that the astonished Members could hear the resulting 
discordant sounds. Professor Gwyn Meirion-Jones presented Monsieur Cocheril with two CDs –
recordings of Winchester Cathedral Choir - and many members eagerly purchased recordings 
made by M. Cocheril himself. 

In the evening the Association hosted a formal dinner to thank all the Breton scholars who had 
helped to make our visit so rewarding and enjoyable, with Michael Jones proudly wearing the 
Ermine Collar bestowed upon him by the Institut Culturel de Bretagne in recognition of his work 
on the history of Brittany . French colleagues, who are also friends of long standing of the two 
leaders, included Madame Catherine Laurent, FSA , for seventeen years Présidente of the 
Société d'Histoire et d'Archéologie de Bretagne [SHAB], and Geoffroy de Longuemar, current 
Président of the Société d'Émulation des Côtes-d'Armor, together with Geneviève and Patrick Le 
Louarn. 


